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The Technique of the Disciple is a book containing a modern description of the ancient esoteric

path to spiritual illumination, trod by the masters and avatars of yore. It has long been said that

Christ left, as a great heritage to members of His secret council, a private method for guidance

in life, which method has been preserved until today in the secret, occult, mystery schools.In

this book, Raymund Andrea has created a masterful account of the challenges and rewards

awaiting those who dare to venture on the ancient path to mystical awakening. He reveals the

method for attaining a greater life taught in these mystery schools, which perhaps parallels the

secret instructions of Christ to members of His council.
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The Technique of the Master I outlined certain basic principles of thought and action, and

methods of esoteric discipline, which appear to characterize the Master during the training of a

disciple. These principles and this discipline constitute the necessary foundation upon which a

disciple has to build through graduated development a comprehensive structure of technical

equipment in order to attain to high initiation. I tried to sketch the subject from the Master’s

point of view. I took it for granted that readers accepted the fact of the existence of the Masters

as living personalities, actually operative on this material plane as well as on the cosmic plane,

having full knowledge of the activities of the Order to which we as members are attached, and

inspiring certain advanced initiates in carrying on those activities.Obviously, for those who do

not accept this fact of the existence of such Masters, the technique of the Master and of his

disciple can have little significance. Rosicrucianism, in its esoteric aspect, is grounded upon

the fact of Cosmic Attunement, a personal alignment with cosmic forces, by means of which its

disciple enters the state of superconsciousness. The technique of the Rosicrucians has its

origin in the superconscious realm. Therefore its laws and principles must emanate from

perfected technicians who are conversant with that realm. We say there exists a Rosicrucian

Hierarchy, a section of the Great White Lodge, consisting of Masters specially deputed to

promulgate a technique in which these laws and principles in here. In its outer aspect, the

Rosicrucian Order is an organization disseminating a systematic teaching, thoroughly practical

and of approved utility in the world; and, in its inner aspect, of a deeply mystical and esoteric

character. It is in this latter aspect that the operative force resides and indeed gives direction

and stability to the manifold applications and uses in the everyday world. It is herein also that

the technique silently acts and reacts through its chosen channels and is brought to bear with

knowledge and understanding upon the lives of those who enter and work in the Order. Without

this technique, working silently and understandingly from the inner fraternity of the Order in

and through the outer organization, the latter would cease to be; and the technique, wanting

this field for its action and use would remain an isolated and unapplied possession of its



proficients.In this work I have endeavored to treat the subject from the point of view of the

neophyte as he seeks to qualify from the outset of his studies, knowing little of the path before

him, or how his new departure in life will react upon himself and his environment. It is not an

easy task to embark upon; but I propose to write from my own experience of the path and take

the young aspirant step by step along with me, until light and knowledge dispel doubt and

hesitancy and he finds the technique unfolding in his mind and soul and expressing skillfully in

his hands in the one great service to which we have dedicated ourselves, the service of the

Master.Chapter 1THE NEOPHYTE ENTERING ON THE PATHA MASTER SAID to his pupil:

“But you have to remember that you are at a hard school and dealing now with a world entirely

distinct from your own.” No better admonition could be given to the neophyte entering upon his

studies. It is an admonition of warning and encouragement. He is invited to remember that he

is entering upon a condition of pupillage in which thought and action are to receive a new

direction and intention; that he is taking a path totally different from the worldly path he has

trodden hitherto and must be prepared to conform to new principles none too easy to accept

perhaps at the threshold, because some of them will oppose firmly rooted personal beliefs and

opinions. But there is great encouragement in the fact that he is placing himself under the

tuition of teachers who know the path experimentally which he proposes to take. They know

the difficult stages of it. Just where he will falter they have perfect confidence and can lift him

up.The admonition reminds one of the impressions experienced in school days when we were

warned of the difficulties awaiting us on passing from the junior to the senior classrooms, and

we were encouraged to persevere in them. It was truly the entering into an entirely different

world, and the first steps in it were difficult. Promotion to it came in the natural course of

events; it was inevitable if we were to attain to intellectual manhood. But in the case of the

neophyte, entering upon the path is a matter of personal choice. He elects to advance from

intellectual to psychic and spiritual manhood. He may do this as unconcernedly as he changed

classrooms, in which case the admonition will have far more warning in it, but no less

encouragement than in the case of the man who passes on with the strong resolution to make

the most of a great opportunity to equip himself with a fine and useful culture. Whatever

happens to the former type of neophyte, the latter will find in himself the patience and

perseverance which the higher school of life will demand of him.Entering upon the path means

a new departure in life; in a sense, a parting of the ways. If it is regarded by the neophyte as

just another interest, desirable because others have taken the step, that attitude of mind may

soon fail him. It cannot be taken as a pastime with others and with indifferent purpose. He can

only make headway on his own native strength. Exceptional strength is not required in the

beginning, but there must be courage and initiative to use that which he has. His studies will

soon demonstrate to him what measure of strength is his. And if he wills to advance, he will

apply it confidently to the new task of soul culture and find it developing and preparing him for

the higher grades.The first thing the neophyte has to realize is that his studies will initiate him

into a different world from the one he knows. The failure to recognize this fact has caused

many a neophyte to cast aside impatiently the very knowledge and discipline he most needed.

If the studies offered him had in view only the extended information of a senior classroom, they

would obviously be a superfluous institution. But this is not so. They comprise well-tried

systems of scientific teaching and technical instruction designed to turn the neophyte’s

attention inward upon himself, his complex constitution and innate possibilities as a spiritual

and psychic being, and they necessarily explore avenues of mental procedure excelling in

promise anything he knows and accepts in everyday life. Observe then, that the more firmly

adjusted, the more confirmed he is in his adherence to the worldly standard of knowledge and



achievement, the greater may be the initial difficulty he will experience on his first encounter

with the new scale of values the studies will disclose to him.Let the neophyte assure himself of

this fact that the studies he enters upon hold the key to a new world of progress. No matter

what his sympathies may be with accepted standards of thought and action, or what his

achievements in any field are, he is circumscribed within the relatively limited frontiers of those

sympathies, nor can he extend his achievements beyond those frontiers until he consciously

concerns himself with the soul factors that remain latent but unrecognized in the background of

his activities. There awaits him a new world of thought, emotion, and action which can only be

possessed by giving his well-known factors of expression a subordinate position and looking to

the soul for the unfoldment of those super-faculties which in time will enlarge the whole mental

horizon for him.The neophyte may be a student of literature, art, or science. All the accepted

canons of his branch of study may be familiar and comprise the main portion of his mental

content and be applicable by him in commendable demonstration, of the highest pleasure to

himself and of much utility to others. Nevertheless, through his training on the path he will find

it possible to raise all these activities into a new dimension of added power and influence. Art

may become more expressive, enshrining itself in more beautiful and diviner types; literature

may become a sublime pageant of the biography of the soul, invested with secret meanings

hitherto undreamed of; and science, instead of being the dull record of irreconcilable facts, may

disclose an illumined avenue of approach to contact with invisible and magical forces.This is a

wonderful truth for the neophyte to ponder at the threshold. The adumbrations of a unique

career on the path may fall silently upon the mind like a celestial vision. Let him hold it fast and

resolve to demonstrate the possibilities of it. Whatever he has and prizes dearly can be re-

created, clarified, and oriented in spiritual vision, and become a thing of sheer beauty in the

light of the soul. Nothing of value which he brings with him on to the path will be taken away. No

ideal he has striven for, no work he has fostered through the years, need be renounced. These

mental possessions are his present strength, and on that he will make his way. Now, for the

first time, all his acquirements of mind and soul are to be rightly understood and assessed and

their range of service and use in all probability increased through an understanding of the laws

of transmutation.It will be interesting to ask, what is it that causes the neophyte to gravitate

towards and take up the studies of the path? The answer of many will be that it is entirely for

the purpose of spiritual evolution. In a large percentage of cases this is not so. There is

undoubtedly no small percentage who have no such object in view. A careful observation of the

lives of various neophytes and their subsequent work and progress proves this conclusively. If

every neophyte taking the path were bent solely upon spiritual evolution, the world would

probably lose in no long time some of its most promising and able workers and pioneers in the

realms of practical activities. At first sight this may appear an unwarranted statement. But

experience is stronger than prejudice.Many a neophyte - and observe, the neophyte is not

necessarily a young person, but may be and often is of mature age - enters upon occult and

mystical studies for the sole purpose that his chosen profession or life activity may be further

advanced by relating it more intimately and forcefully with the secret source of power and

revelation which those studies unfold. The purpose is a wise one and fully justified; and if there

were more in the occult ranks with the same purpose in view, the world would be richer for their

presence.The purpose is justified for this reason: such a neophyte will find that the creations of

art and the discoveries of science originate in the minds of exceptional men and are the

offspring of high inspiration. It is the super element in them which attracts the neophyte and

makes him a lifelong devotee of these master minds. And if he ever hopes to emulate them, or

indeed to understand their work rightly, he must approach them from a higher level than that of



the everyday world.These creators work from the world of mystical and occult forces, whether

they know and acknowledge it or not, and to that world the neophyte must look for a full

understanding and appreciation of them. The finest things in life are wrought out in a hard

school whose laws are entirely distinct from those operative in the school of the world. These

laws await the neophyte’s discovery and application in the studies of the path; and he is as fully

justified in seeking their assistance to make him a greater artist or scientist, or professional

man, at the point of evolution where he stands, as for the purpose of the highest mystical and

spiritual research and demonstration.I have known clever students in many lines of activity

whose complete outlook and grasp of the truth and principles relating to their profession have

been widened and reorganized through a period of mystical training. The discipline was

strange to them and appeared to promise little at the outset; but their keenness and

conscientiousness, and the desire to be of practical use in the world, enabled them quickly to

surmount the initial difficulties. The soul began to awaken to its possibilities, and an influx of

strength from a larger consciousness soon extended over the whole life.There is nothing

mysterious about the process of such an unfoldment. It is as natural as the opening of a flower.

The neophyte enters upon the work with a feeling of curiosity as to where it will lead him, and

in a little while it often happens that he finds himself upon strangely familiar ground. The seed

has been sown in a former life, and in contacting others seriously bent upon the studies, the

strong vibration of their concerted efforts, working silently upon his life and thought, does as

much as the work itself in his hands in quickening latent growth and bringing him to a feeling of

security as a unit in the group to which he belongs.That is a factor he must keep firmly in mind.

Although the early stages of his study may present him with principles foreign to his habit of

thought, the neophyte does not progress on his own unaided strength. Directly he links himself

with others on the path, he comes more and more to feel the reactive influence of these

students upon himself. The law of mental attraction at once comes to his assistance, and a

process of attunement with many working to the same end augments his forces and proves to

him the great value of cooperative evolution as a guarantee of future advancement. In this way

he finds his place on the path, and those who supervise his training will see that he receives

encouragement and assistance commensurate with his need.Chapter 2THE INITIAL

TESTWHATEVER THE PARTICULAR reason may be that attracts the neophyte to the

discipline of the path, the real objective should be that of service. His aim may be new creative

ability and increased influence in his profession or other activities, or it may be, as said, entirely

for mystical and occult purposes. In any case his power for service will undoubtedly be

extended and, when all is said and done, world service of some kind should come to influence

his researches on the path. Some, we know, enter upon occultism out of mere curiosity, and

they usually quickly fall away. My concern is not with them. I have in mind primarily the

neophyte who behaves in the existence of undiscovered powers and abilities in himself and is

resolved to awaken the sleeping self within and follow in the footsteps of the great teachers

who stand in the forefront of evolution. Nothing less than that will satisfy the aspiring soul who

is aware of the perplexing conditions of modern life, the peremptory challenges and unique

opportunities which evolution is forcing upon us, and the great need for able men to meet and

use them.The neophyte who recognizes this need will regard himself as a volunteer to a life of

discipline, the object of which is to give him skill in service. As a preliminary in this discipline he

is to cultivate a responsiveness of the personal self to the soul which is to ultimately dominate

all his activities. He will seek to transfer the emphasis he has placed so completely upon the

objective self, to that informing entity within which will gradually assert its control and initiate

him into new areas of consciousness through a growing responsiveness to subtle vibrational



measures hitherto unrecognized. That is really the whole problem: the centering of attention

upon the indwelling self and the expression of its powers in service, as distinct from the

emphasis, relatively selfish, hitherto placed upon the objective personal self.Terms should not

confuse the neophyte here. Whether through previous study he has come to think of himself as

soul and body, ego and personality, or the master within and his vehicles of expression, the

problem is the same. The divine fire is within, and it acts and vibrates throughout its own subtle

apparatus; and the mortal self seeks through all experience and self-imposed discipline to

unveil the hidden glory that it may shine forth and illumine the temple. The conscious

ascension from the objective plane to that of the divine self is the path of discipline which the

volunteer elects to tread in order to qualify for service which is the first step in the evolution of

the superman. This should be the objective of the neophyte.
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